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Stories of the Kingdom: the Great Banquet – Luke 14:12-24 
WCP 

Intro 
Having kids is one thing, but having daughters in particular – as I’ve mentioned before – 

has afforded me the opportunity over the years to be exposed to all kinds of things in my life 
that I’m pretty sure I would never have been exposed to otherwise; one of which would 
undoubtedly be knowing the names and stories of all the Disney princesses; it’s just not 
something that would have been on my “to do” list. 

But in fairness – if you can get over the fact that in the majority of these stories success 
comes about for the heroine by ignoring/circumventing clear directives from her parents – the 
stories themselves are actually pretty entertaining; one of the better ones – in my opinion - 
being the story of Belle in Beauty and the Beast. Now, as with many of these movies, the story 
is not original to Walt Disney, but loosely based on a classic story written in C18 by Jeanne-
Marie Leprince.  And if you know the way the story begins: one stormy night, an old beggar 
woman knocks at the castle door of a proud, heartless prince; offering a single red rose in 
exchange for shelter.  He sneers at the offer and refuses her invitation but – undeterred – she 
invites him again to accept the exchange; reminding him not to be fooled by appearances.  But 
when he rejects her again, her appearance transforms to reveal that she is actually a beautiful 
enchantress. The prince tries to apologize but - seeing that there is no love in his heart – she 
transforms him into a beast until he can learn to love/earn the love of another. Cue the 
princess/music/relational angst/along w/ cute, marketable sidekicks and you’ve got yourself 
another Disney classic. 

But, what’s interesting about that opening scene in particular - as it relates to our 
passage today - is how it illustrates the way in which pride can cloud our judgement when it 
comes to being invited to participate in things that appear to be common, but that are actually 
of great value. 

 
We’re continuing in our series this morning that we began a few weeks ago now called 

Stories of the Kingdom; looking at some of the more well-known stories/parables that Jesus 
told about the Kingdom of God which He inaugurated in His coming; teaching us about the 
kinds of things that are valued in that Kingdom as well as what kinds of things are despised. And 
when we look at Jesus’ story that He tells here in Luke 14 – often referred to as the parable of 
the Great/Wedding Banquet - I think what we see pretty clearly is that what is valued/brings 
about entry into God’s Kingdom is the humble acceptance of His invitation; conversely, what is 
despised/denies us entry there is a prideful/presumptuous rejection of God’s invitation.  And I 
think for you and I this morning, it’s important that we look at Jesus’ story here closely, b/c – 
aside from the warning that we not outright refuse God’s invitation into all that He has 
prepared for us – there seems to be an even deeper warning here in Jesus’ story: that we could 
also miss God’s invitation to us by presumptuously believing we already have an acceptance 
into His Great Banquet that we don’t actually possess.  
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And so, in order to understand how Jesus wants to help guard us against that kind of 
prideful rejection of His simple invitation, I want to look at our passage with you this morning in 
three ways.  I want to show you: the what of God’s invitation, the when of God’s invitation 
and finally the who of God’s invitation (x2). 

So, if you’ve closed your bibles, please open them again with me to our passage in Luke 
14 and follow along with me as we look at this next story of the Kingdom. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
So, let’s look first of all at: 

1. The what of God’s invitation 
And this is essential for us to look at b/c - before we can really even talk about accepting or 

rejecting God’s invitation – we ought to have clearly in our minds what it is that God is inviting 
us to!  And the language Jesus uses to describe this Kingdom of God that He’s inviting us all to, 
we see throughout this passage, but particularly in vs. 16 – look with me there.  Jesus says 
(READ vs. 16).  And I don’t know how that strikes you; partly b/c maybe “banquet” isn’t a word 
you use that often in your everyday conversation, but – more than that even – I don’t know 
how that strikes you b/c – even if you grew up in church - that’s not the picture that comes to 
mind for most of us when we think about the Kingdom of God.  For a lot of us, when we think 
about some future, coming Kingdom of God (maybe you call that “heaven”) we either imagine 
sitting on clouds with harps, eating bagels with Philadelphia cream cheese or we imagine some 
endless church service where the sermons are even longer than mine, and we sing all 300 
verses of “Just as I am.”  And if I can just be really honest with each of you here this morning, if 
that’s our idea of what the Kingdom of God looks like, it’s no wonder that we find it so hard to 
loosen our grip on the things of this world and to seek His Kingdom first above all other things; 
to pray that His Kingdom to come on earth like it is in heaven; to see sin/brokenness/injustice in 
the world and have any hope for anything better. B/c that Kingdom sounds 
boring/powerless/super lame or – even if it does sound kinda good – we’re still left thinking, 
“That’s cool, but like … we’re going to be doing that … forever?!”   

And what Jesus wants us all to know is that the Kingdom of God is a banquet! A massive 
party!  A lavish feast!  Just think of all the places where you still even hear the word “banquet” 
today, isn’t one of the most common places at a wedding?  

Look at the life and ministry of Jesus recorded for us in the gospels – the King, coming to 
inaugurate His Kingdom on earth – and tell me: what is the very first miracle Jesus performs to 
publicly demonstrate both His deity as well as to clearly demonstrate what the inbreaking of His 
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Kingdom looks like? He takes a massive wedding celebration that’s about to die b/c the 
bridegroom didn’t plan for enough wine, and He creates enough of the choicest wine to keep 
the celebration going all night. Which tells us what?  That Jesus’ Kingdom is about people 
getting plastered at weddings?  No, it tells us that Jesus’ Kingdom is like the most epic of 
wedding banquets, and it’s a celebration that’s going to be unending. Which is not the picture 
of the Kingdom many of us have. Yet, as Pastor/author Tim Keller says, “If you scratch your 
head over the idea that Jesus would use His miracles to throw great parties, you don’t know 
what He’s about.” 

 And if you read the description of the end of the story in Rev. 19 you see that history itself 
concludes with a wedding banquet with Jesus as the Bridegroom and His church as the bride.  
And the angel showing John this beautiful scene of the Kingdom of God fully come tells him, 
“Write: blessed are those who are invited to the wedding supper of the Lamb.” (Rev. 19:9) 
App 

Why does Jesus want us to know that about His Kingdom?  Why is He so concerned that 
this would be the image that comes to mind when we think about the Kingdom of God and not 
sitting on clouds/never-ending church service? B/c He doesn’t want you to miss out on the 
banquet He’s inviting you to.  He wants you to have clearly in your mind the picture of what His 
Kingdom is actually like; what you’d actually be missing out on if you were thinking about 
whether or not to send regrets to His invitation.  He wants the Kingdom of God to be something 
your heart aches for/pursue with every ounce of energy you have/seek first above all other 
things in your life.  And b/c when you begin to truly understand what the Kingdom is, then - 
while you’re still grateful for this life/pleasures you enjoy - your hands begin to loosen from 
around them/maybe it’s that their grip on you begins to loosen; and though you may still 
experience suffering in this life, you can still hold the expectant hope of a better existence in 
the fullness of God’s Kingdom.  

 
 
 
 
 

Ok, so that’s the what of God’s invitation.  The next thing we’ll see from Jesus’ story is: 
2. The when of God’s invitation 
With so many things in life, timing is incredibly significant.  For instance, when someone in 

my family asks me to do something challenging for them, asking me before I’ve had my morning 
coffee is likely going to get a different answer than after I’ve had my coffee. When it comes to 
cooking a big meal, the different parts have to be spaced out; you can’t put a roast into the 
oven at the same time you put the broccoli on to steam. Why? B/c you’ll either have some kind 
of green mush that used to be broccoli, or eating that roast is gonna look like a National 
Geographic special about lions on the Serengeti.    
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In fact, there’s been something of a long-standing debate in my family about when to call 
people down for dinner.  My practice is usually to wait until we were about 5 min away and 
then call everyone to come and sit up for dinner.  But, sitting up at the table when the food is 
still not plated has – at times - caused frustration and people would say, “You know; I could 
have finished that page in my book/worksheet/etc. if you had just waited until dinner was 
actually ready before you called us down.” Let’s just say that the timing for those comments is 
usually not good. 

And I mention all that b/c - now that we’ve established that what God is inviting us to 
through Jesus is a banquet – what we see next is the timing of when Jesus invites us to that 
banquet, which is actually really significant to our understanding of this parable; and we see 
this in vs. 17 – look with me there.  Jesus says (READ vs. 17).  So, when does Jesus invite to the 
banquet? When “everything is ready.” 

Now, it’s important to establish that in C1 this double-invitation wasn’t something weird at 
all, it was expected.  Today kids will write up something to give to their classmates/you’ll send 
off an e-vite or whatever and that’s it/you’re invited.  But in Jesus’ day, you invited your guests 
to the banquet/wedding/etc. and then you sent another invitation through a messenger to tell 
people that everything was set up and they could start making their way over.  That’s why in vs. 
16 you got Jesus saying the man invited many guests to his banquet, but then he’s sending out 
another messenger now in vs. 17 to invite the invited guests to come.  The thing that’s also 
important to say is that this means none of these invited guests would have been surprised by 
the messenger telling them to come to the banquet; they would have already RSVPed as it were 
and confirmed that they intended to come. 

I want to highlight that specifically b/c this is – in large part - what makes the responses of 
the invited guests in vss. 18-20 so unusual and so insulting. Look at how they respond to the 
second messenger (READ vss. 18-20).  Now, every commentator I read agreed – well beyond 
the insult to the master of the banquet this would have been to accept his first invitation to the 
banquet but then refuse the second – the excuses themselves are ridiculous.  R. C. Sproul notes, 
“The excuses are transparently dishonest.  No one buys a field or oxen without prior inspection, 
and if anyone did there was no hurry – the field and the oxen would be there tomorrow.” And 
the third guy there, “I just got married, so I can’t come?” I don’t even know what’s going on in 
this guy’s mind.  B/c, sure, there was an OT law that exempted newly married men from 
military service for one year, but I don’t know how you equate a banquet with a battlefield.   

Now, it would be easy to jump to the conclusion that the reason for these ridiculous 
excuses for not coming is also transparent, viz. they hated the master and didn’t want to come, 
so they’re simply blowing off his invitation with “I gotta wash my hair tonight” kind of excuses; 
and I’m not saying that couldn’t be the exact reason why they’re making these excuses.  But it 
got me thinking: while it’s possible that they just don’t want to go to the banquet, what if 
another reasonable explanation for their lame excuses is that they do want to go to the 
banquet, but they simply feel resentful of the fact that everything’s already been prepared and 
they can’t contribute to the greatness of it? Let me show you what I mean: 
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We know that accepting the invitation to the banquet in Jesus’ parable is equivalent to 
salvation/entering into the Kingdom of God, right?  We also know that when the master sends 
out this second messenger, it’s to let the invited guests know that everything is now 
ready/prepared/all been taken care of ahead of time for them.  Put all that together and 
consider this: one of the most commonly stated reasons that people reject God’s invitation 
through Jesus to enter into His Kingdom is the utter simplicity of it; they simply can’t get over 
the freeness of God’s invitation; that entry into the banquet doesn’t cost them anything. Keller, 
again, says it this way, “The Kingdom of God isn’t a restaurant that you have to pay money to 
eat, nor is it a potluck supper where you have to prepare your own food and bring it … this is far 
better than anything you could pay for, and it’s completely prepared for you. It has to be 
received.”  In the book of Isaiah 55:1-2 God says it like this (READ Is. 55:1-2).  

Here’s what I’m getting at: the whole point of the gospel invitation through Jesus is that it’s 
free/something that has been “made ready” for you in order for you to just receive; you can’t 
earn/merit it in any way!  Why? b/c if you could, then it would’ve been pointless to send Jesus.  

But, as we move into our final point, we’re going to see that this is yet another parable – 
in part - confronting the religious leaders/good church-folk of Jesus’ day and their pious, 
prideful view of themselves. And while perhaps for the majority of us, the idea of a free 
invitation to the banquet sounds like a dream come true, to those who’ve spent a lifetime 
working to earn the favor/blessing of God, it sounds like a nightmare/insult.  And it makes me 
wonder if a part of the lame excuses the invited guests give for refusing the master’s invitation 
to the banquet have nothing to do with the fact that they don’t want to go, and everything to 
do with the fact that they’re simply resentful of the idea that their pious behaviour had nothing 
to do with them earning their invitation. 
App 

And we need to consider this seriously b/c – now - we know that the Kingdom of God is 
something we don’t want to miss out on! But I think what we see Jesus clearly pointing out 
here is that God’s invitation is predicated on the humble acceptance of the work of Another 
that has already been completed on our behalf/One who’s made everything ready for us.  And 
if it’s not humbly accepted, we could actually end up rejecting the invitation to the banquet b/c 
we presumptuously believe that our external behaviour somehow earns us a seat at the 
banquet.  And it doesn’t, says Jesus; humble acceptance of the invitation is the only way to 
enjoy the banquet; and vs. 24 reminds us strongly that in rejecting the invitation, we’re not 
denied entry into the Kingdom by God; we deny entry into the Kingdom ourselves. 
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God’s invitation to us is an invitation to a banquet, and it’s a banquet where everything has 
already been prepared for us! The last thing I want to look at quickly with you is: 

3. The who of God’s invitation 
Now, hopefully you remember from when we began this morning, the context where Jesus 

gives this parable is He’s out for a dinner at the home of a prominent Pharisee.  And already in 
14:1-11 Jesus is poking at the idea of pride/humility and what that might look like in a familiar 
scenario for them.  But then in vs. 12 Jesus goes on to say this directly to the host/prominent 
Pharisee (READ vss. 12-14).  Now, two things going on here: 

1. In vss. 1-4 Jesus has just healed a man on the Sabbath that would have been 
excluded/considered ceremonially unclean b/c his illness; certainly someone included 
in the types of people Jesus mentions here. 

2. We don’t pick up on it in our C21 context, but in vs. 15 when – in response to what 
Jesus has just said - someone else at the table says (READ vs. 15), he’s not agreeing 
with Jesus, he’s trying to help ease the tension in the room by changing the subject; this 
is the ANE equivalent of “So … how ‘bout them Canucks this year huh?”  And, on top of 
that, it’s a statement filled with pride; actually contradicting what Jesus just tried to 
say, b/c he clearly just assumes that everyone seated at this table is undoubtedly 
invited to the to the Great Banquet at the end of time. Why? B/c they’re all pious Jews. 

And so, it’s actually in response this pushback that Jesus pushes back even harder; and it’s 
here now that He begins to tell this parable of the Great Banquet. 

But as you keep reading now past the various excuses of those who were invited first, 
ending in vs. 20, in vs. 21ff we read (READ vss. 21-24). 

Q: someone will say: the second group that is brought in, not truly invited/special; an 
afterthought? A: although the bible is clear that that Jews will be invited first, the bible is also 
clear that all are invited into God’s Kingdom from every nation, tribe, tongue; actually the job of 
those invited first to go out and extend that invitation to the others. Problem was, Jews 
neglected their calling and saw God’s Kingdom as only including themselves! 

Now, in the immediate context of this story, most commentators agree that the first 
group brought in from the streets/alleys represented the outcasts of Israelite society, and the 
second group brought in from the roads/country lanes represented the Gentiles.  But in the 
broader context of church history (basically from the book of Acts onwards) the guests invited 
first who refused the invitation came to be seen as the people of Israel, and the formerly 
passed over guests who are now welcomed in became the Gentiles/us. 
App 

And so the first thing Jesus wanted to teach us about the Kingdom – then and now – is 
that the invitation of God into His Kingdom is much broader than we think/maybe even than 
you think it should be. Here’s what I mean: 

The religious leaders believed they were invited in simply b/c they were pious Jews who 
sought to follow the law; it was almost as if they would say, “We don’t even really need an 
invitation; we’ve got these years of perfect church attendance/bible memory pins/Chris Tomlin 
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CDs/etc.”  And, conversely, they began to assume that all kinds of other people were not/could 
not be invited solely due to their social status/health/morality. (describe) 

But, although we might say we know God’s invitation is extended to all, every time we 
choose not to serve someone God puts into our path/choose not to reach out to/etc. b/c of 
some of those exact same reasons, we limit the size of the door to the Kingdom of God/decide 
for God who is permissible to be invited. When all the while, just like in the story, Jesus says, 
“No. My invitation goes out as wide and as broadly as I choose to send it!” 

And in looking at the response of those the master in Jesus’ story extends the invitation 
to himself, after those who were invited first refuse to come in, we see the second thing I think 
Jesus wants to teach us about the Kingdom.  What is that response ?  Well, we don’t hear it, we 
just see it: they come in/accept the invitation gladly and come they come in!  

Which, I think, shows us something pretty powerful about giving the invitation to God’s 
Kingdom to those whom we believed were unworthy/unwilling to hear it, viz. those who know 
they’re unworthy to be invited come into the Kingdom in droves when they’re extended an 
invitation! 

Consider: who is the person/home/etc. that you have never bothered to pray for/given 
up praying for b/c you told yourself it would be a wasted effort?  I know for a number of years 
as a church we talked a lot about the hardness of the ground of this neighbourhood to the 
gospel (which it is), but I wonder – looking back now – if we can see how that may have limited 
our engagement with our surrounding neighbourhood in some significant ways because we 
held that belief. Don’t give up praying/be willing to risk that invitation to the one you see as 
unwilling/unworthy; and leave the results of that invitation up to the King. 
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Conclusion 
As we close this morning, I see Jesus giving us – individually and as a church collectively 

– at least three challenges from this parable is this: 
1. Maybe this is the first time you’ve ever heard about the Kingdom of God in a way 

that didn’t sound boring/sounded like something you’d actually want to be a part of. 
Jesus’ promise to you this morning is - no matter what your past/present has 
included – you’re invited. Humble acceptance of the One who earned your invitation 
is all that is needed to secure your welcome to God’s Banquet for all time. 

2. Maybe you’re here this morning and – as you listen – you’re feeling some of the first 
waves of self-doubt/wondering if you truly have accepted the invitation, or if you’re 
relying on your performance to earn your own way in. If that’s you, I believe the call 
of Jesus to you is to surrender your pride/acknowledge that His invitation always 
goes out to those who don’t deserve and who cannot repay; which - in case we ever 
forget - includes every one of us! 

3. Maybe you know you’re trusting in the One who made your invitation possible, but 
you also know you’ve been restricting the reach of your invitation b/c you’ve been 
deciding for God who is/is not worthy of it. If that feels like where you’re at, would 
you commit - today - to go out as broadly/widely, as recklessly/uncomfortably as the 
Master sends you with the invitation to His Banquet? 
 

B/c now, we’re the ones God sends out the invitation through. And yes, it’s an invitation 
to a Kingdom, but, we need to always remember, that this Kingdom is a banquet, and – simply 
understood – the Kingdom is the place where the true King is ruling/in power.   

And – hear me - where He rules, there is endless celebrating/feasting; where He rules, 
all the things that are broken and wrong about His good creation right now, will one day be 
restored/erased; and where He rules, everything that is good/beautiful right now about that 
same creation, will – one day - be 10,000x better than anything you could ever experience right 
now. That’s what we’ve been invited to and that’s what God calls us to invite others to as well.  
May you know that joy through humble acceptance of God’s invitation yourself; and may many 
others know that same unexpected joy through your extension of that invitation everywhere 
God sends you. 

  Let’s pray. 
 

 
 
 


